Wireless Audio Transmitter
User Manual
This item is perfect for turning your traditional PC or TV into a Bluetooth enabled audio device! It will be
able to transmit a Bluetooth signal and allow you to pair it to your audio listening device such as
speakers or earphones.If you have poor TV stereo quality, you can connect it to Bluetooth speakers for
a better experience. There is no need to worry about wires or cables. Great item for many uses!
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Getting Started-For TV
Please make sure you have the following parts:
1x Wireless Audio Transmitter
1x
1.

Plug in the USB audio transmitter into the TV. (You can also plug it into an external power source
such as a USB adapter. Make sure it is close enough to the TV so you can also plug in the audio
cable.)

2. Plug in the RCA cable with 3.5mm head into the audio transmitter. Plug the other 2 RCA cable
ends into the TV.

3. You should now be able to pair your Bluetooth device to the transmitter. Turn on Bluetooth device
and it should pair automatically in a few seconds. The blue light will flash fast when it is searching for a
device. After successful connection, it will start blinking slowly. You should hear a voice prompt that
confirms connection is successful.

4.

You can now play audio from your TV to your Bluetooth device!
Note: If you are hearing two audio sources, please turn down TV volume.

Getting Started- For PC
Please make sure you have the following parts:
1x Wireless Audio Transmitter
1x 3.5mm Audio Cable
1.

Plug in the transmitter into a power source. You can use your PC USB port or power adapter

2.

Plug in 3.5mm audio cable into audio transmitter. Plug the other end into the audio output jack.

3.
You should now be able to pair your Bluetooth device to the transmitter. Turn on Bluetooth
device and it should pair automatically in a few seconds. The blue light will flash fast when it is
searching for a device. After successful connection, it will start blinking slowly. You should hear a voice
prompt that confirms connection is successful.

4. You can now play audio from your PC to your Bluetooth device!

Common Issues
Q: No Audio Feedback?
A: Make sure the audio cable or RCA jack is connected to the audio transmitter and the receiver. If you
only plug the transmitter in the TV without the cables, the transmitter will not capture the TV audio.
Q:Why is my signal so weak?
A: The bluetooth signal can transmit up to 8m with the antenna in an open space. Make sure there are
no physical boundaries between the Bluetooth device and the transmitter.

Q: No Bluetooth signal?
A: Make sure the device you are pairing is not too far away. Please make sure the two devices are at
least 8m in proximity when pairing. Signal may be bad if long distance. Make sure your Bluetooth device
is pairing. The blue light will blink fast. If it is not in pairing mode, there will be no connection.
Q: Why is there static?
A: There are a few reasons why there are static. Make sure the audio cable and audio transmitter is
plugged in tightly. Another reason, the distance from the transmitter to the Bluetooth device is too far.
Please test sound quality at a closer distance. There could be too much radio frequencies in your area
which can also cause static. It may also be due to physical objects that are between the the transmitter
and Bluetooth device. Concentration of metal can block Bluetooth signals from emitting.
Q:Why is there static in my headset?
A: Please try again with another headset. They headset you have may be defective or not working
properly.
Q: My TV does not come with 3.5 audio jack
A:Your TV will require 1x 3.5mm 2RCA if you cannot use the audio cable for your TV.
Q:Why is my TV playing audio with my Bluetooth device connected?
A: If you connected the audio transmitter to the TV with the 2RCA cable, you will have to turn down the
volume on your TV. Now you should only hear audio from your Bluetooth device

Thank you for reading! We hope you enjoy the product. If you have any questions
or concerns, feel free to contact us. Customer satisfaction is important to us.

